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We want to be the best choice for 
responsible air travellers



• Minimizing our environmental impact, 
• Regarding all people as equals 
• Collaborating with key stakeholders.  

Flying has significant positive economic, employment 
and social impacts. Only responsible business creates 
sustainable growth.
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For us, responsibility means



• We reduce CO2 emissions, i.e. 
by using modern aircraft 
technology, by flying our routes 
efficiently, and reducing 
aircraft’s weight.

• We share information about our 
own carbon dioxide emissions 
and offer our customers ways to 
compensate for their carbon 
footprint.
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WE MINIMIZE OUR 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WE MINIMIZE OUR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTSExamples:We have invested in new A350 aircraft, which are about 25% more fuel efficient than the previous generation aircraft.We were among the first airlines to fly with biofuels, and we are working to increase the use of biofuels.We are committed to the common goals of the aviation sector to halve CO2 emissions by 2050, and to achieve carbon neutral growth by 2020. In addition, we have our own targets for reducing CO2 emissions, reducing noise, supporting biodiversity, and reducing the use of plastics in our operation.Weight is a criterion for all material from seats to containers coming into the aircraft: the fuel consumption of the aircraft is directly related to the weight of the aircraft. Examples: Paper magazines are largely replaced by digital magazines, business-class tableware is made of a light airplane porcelain.We fly our routes efficiently, e.g. we optimize the flight route, altitude and speed on all routes. The geographical location of Helsinki Airport allows direct and short routes to Asian destinations.Our pilots are able to influence the fuel consumption of the flight, and they have software that supports it.We offer our customers a service, where they can offset the CO2 emissions of their flights or reduce emissions easily and reliably through Finnair's website. Alternatives include supporting a CO2 emission reduction project or reduce emissions by buying biofuel.We are part of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme and in 2018 we paid about EUR 11 million in emission allowances.We also offset the carbon dioxide emissions of our employees' commuting through a reduction project.By the end of 2020, we will halve the amount of plastic waste produced by our catering services.We will halve the loss of food in our catering services by the end of 2020.We are an active player in aviation organizations that promote joint efforts in this field to reduce CO2 emissions.
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Means of 
influencing
emissions

USE OF 
TECHNOLOGY
A350 25% less
emissions

1 OPERATIVE 
MEASURES
Aircraft weight
Fuel efficient flying
0.4% reduction with pilot 
software PACE

2 BETTER USE OF 
INFRASTRUCTURE
Single European Sky 
Continous Descent Approach
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MARKET 
BASED 
METHODS
CORSIA, EU ETS;
Finnair 45 million 
EUR in environmental 
related payments in 
2018
Push for change

4 BIOFUELS
60 - 80% less emissions 
The problem of 
availability and price
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“So flying is increasing, it has positive effects on the world, but every flight also produces carbon dioxide emissions. What do we think of this? The range of solutions is comprehensive. ”From all global emissions air traffic is 2-3 %New Technology: The A350 produces 25 % less emissions than its predecessorsNew methods: weight optimization, pilots software, lighter containers, lighter cargo containers: with small steps big impactImproving Operations: Single European Sky predicted to reduce 10 % environmental impactThe aviation industry is strongly committed: Corsia, EU ETS Emissions Trading Scheme: Finnair with 45 million EUR environmental related payments 2018Biofuel reduces emissions - 60-80 %; the challenge of availability and priceMinimizing the disadvantages with different methods: Push for Change



• Equality and non-discrimination 
are part of our values and way 
to act. We support diversity in 
our work community and do not 
accept discrimination.

• As an employer, we offer 
everyone equal opportunities to 
develop in their work.

• For our customers, we provide 
accessible services from the 
planning of the trip to the end of 
the trip.
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WE REGARD ALL 
PEOPLE AS EQUALS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 WE REGARD ALL PEOPLE AS EQUALSExamples:Under the Commitment to Sustainable Development 2050, Finnair is committed to: Emphasizing the realization of equality and diversity in its operations, promoting equality and accessibility in its customer processes, and promoting diversity in different occupational groups.Diversity is one of the goals of our recruitment and competence development programs:Finnair has 44 nationalities at work.The age range of personnel is 19-69 years and the average employee has been working at Finnair xx.About 50 percent of Finnair's managers are women.Our exchange program allows employees to get to know another culture and increase their skills by working for six weeks in another country and team. Equality is an important goal in developing our customer experience: We train our staff to meet different travelers.We develop the equality of our digital services (such as sign language announcements, websites).We strive to take into account the needs of special travelers at all stages of the journey (own check-in desk, escort service to and from airplane etc.).We train our staff to identify human traffickers.



• We are actively building the future of air 
transport through cooperation with other 
actors.

• Flying has significant positive economic 
and social impacts, and therefore it 
plays an important role in today's world.

• We require our entire supply chain to be 
committed to our responsibility and 
ethical guidelines.

• We engage in long-term cooperation 
with organizations that share our values 
and offer our customers a way to 
participate in sustainable development 
projects.
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WE BELIEVE IN 
COOPERATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WE BELIEVE IN COOPERATIONExamples:We are actively working with airline cooperation bodies to build more sustainable flying. We want to influence the future of the industry.Flying has significant positive economic and social impacts. For example, the Aviapolis area, created around air transport in Finland, corresponds to about 4% of Finland's GDP. For many countries, tourism is a major source of work and income.Responsibility in the supply chain is important to us, and our subcontractors are committed to complying with our Supplier Code of Conduct.We engage in long-term cooperation and in open dialogue with our corporate responsibilty partners and other stakeholders.We are focusing on partners that have a link with our sustainability strategy, and with whom we work in long-term cooperation. These include, for example, Unicef, as well as the Finnish Association for Nature Conservation.Cooperation organizations are experts in their field, and they provide valuable information to support our sustainability strategy and know-how, for example in development issues.Our collaborative projects focus on supporting disadvantaged groups and communities, children and women, education, health and well-being, disaster relief and nature conservation.We mainly support by providing expertise, visibility and logistics, such as flight tickets or cargo space.Our customers can donate Finnair Plus points to our partners.  



Real life examples
from our Kitchen
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are able to reduce the weight of your luggage by 5 kg, that reduces your carbon footprint by about 5%. If each passenger reduced the amount of their luggage by 5 kg, we could fly over 400 round-trip flights (and over 80 000 passengers) with saved fuel to Paris. With our current traffic volumes, 5 kg reduction of luggage, the CO2 emissions per passenger would be reduced by almost 17,000 tonnes per year. If every Finnair passenger would leave one kilogram from their luggage per flight per year, it would save approximately 20 Tokyo flights (1,166 M kg of fuel). 



Finnair Inflight Waste Management in 2018

09 May 2019

*Includes paper, plastic, cardboard, glass, biowaste, metal, oil, electronics
**Finnair Brand Items (disposable service equipment) from both Finnair Kitchen and Long Haul destinations are
included, but not plastic waste generated in internal operations of outstation catering units

3351 tonnes of waste
Kitchen: 2145 t Aircraft cleaning: 1206t

14 waste flows 

2856 tonnes waste to energy
51% Energywaste 49% Int. catering waste

506 tonnes recycled for reuse*
17,7 % of waste is recycled!
Only 1,7 % of plastic is recycled! 

> 467 tonnes of generated
Single Use Plastic waste**

Zero landfill waste

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 Energiajäte 2 KV-ruokajäte 3) Kalvomuovi 4) Pahvi 5) alumiini 6) metalli 7) toimistopaperi 8) GDPR-materiaali 9) Keittiörasva 10) Tekstiilijäte 11) Biojäte 12) Patterit ja muu ongelmajäte 13) Lasi 14) Pantilliset muovipullot 



Rethink our use 
of (plastic) 
packaging 
material

Reducing use of 
single use plastics  
whenever more 
sustainable 
options are 
available

Enable our 
plastic packaging 
the best possible 
opportunity to be 
reused and 
recycled

Reduce food 
loss and waste 
in our internal 
processes

Involve 
environmental 
and social 
sustainability in 
our decision 
making

09 May 2019

Responsibility targets in the catering area
Our goal is to reduce environmental impact and increase social sustainability by making our products 
and operations more sustainable as we grow our business. To do more and better with less, we will:

CX - Offering our 
customers a 
responsible and 
environmentally 
conscious 
service

PX – Inspire our 
employees by 
making a 
difference and 
aligning values

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 whenever more sustainable options are available --> paino sanalla whenever, doing life cycle analysis to evaluate best options



09 May 2019

Small things matter:
Real milk for coffee 775 kg less plastic waste in one month



09 May 2019

48% less of packaging material on onboard sale products
& 5 tons less waste per year!

Nordic Kitchen – new look



09 May 2019

Sustainable amenity kit 

- 4.5 tons plastic / year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
hammasharja ja korvatulpat on pakattu vahapaperiin muovin sijasta, tossut valmistettu kierrätetystä PCR (kuluttajajäte) PET-muovista  4500 kg muovia vähemmän vuositasolla



”Zero based” concept

Long haul loading optimization
• Target is to constantly optimise loadings 

which serve every specific route in the 
best possible way, without unnecessary 
items, wasted space or excess weight

• Just completed project bringing weight
reduction up to 300 kg per loading – this
was gained mostly by redesigning drink 
trolleys to meet the actual need onboard

• 300kg weight saving saves almost 100 
liters of fuel per flight



Push for change – inviting
customers to join us in CO2 
reductions

• Possibility to offset CO2 emissions through a CO2 
emission reduction project, or to reduce emissions
with biofuel

• Service available in Finnair Shop

• Customers can use Finnair Plus points to pay
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